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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
In 2005 Portland Fire and Rescue Services (PF&R) was directed by City Council to
conduct a study to evaluate its fire, rescue and emergency services resource allocation and
service delivery methods. The study also was to provide options for resource allocation and
service delivery methods to meet future demand, including cost efficiencies and alternative
forms of service delivery. To perform this evaluation, the City selected TriData, a division of
System Planning Corporation, by competitive bid.
TriData had undertaken previous studies in 1993 and 1996. The present study was to
perform the above task in a collaborative effort with PF&R and to compare it to national
standards and best practices from other jurisdictions. The highlights of the findings and the 122
recommendations are presented below.

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
Organizational Culture – The organizational culture of PF&R is one of the best and
most positive that TriData has experienced. This is a smart organization that uses its human
resources to their full potential, treats them with respect, and consequently has a very productive
workforce.
It is an organizational culture that is quite adept at the empowerment of its employees
both sworn and civilian. It encourages and fosters new ideas. The TriData team was told many
times during interviews that if an individual is willing to do the research and present a new idea,
he or she will be heard.
The hallmark of the organization’s success lies in its use of a Core Leadership Team and
the mechanisms within the entire organizational structure that foster communication, openness
and transparency.
Organizational Structure – The organizational and command structure for PF&R is
large and complex but quite effective. The functionality and cooperation between sworn and
civilian appears to be virtually seamless. The layers of administrative control have no glaring
problems that need any major changes. However, on the Fire Operations side of the Bureau, the
battalion system shows signs of an overwrought span of control. There is need to reinstate the
four battalion system previously used in the Bureau.
Office of the Fire Chief – The Office of the Fire Chief has been functioning in a very
strong leadership position. The focus of the office organizationally has been on Human
Resources (HR). We suggest a fundamental shift in the focus.
We propose Portland Office of Emergency Management (POEM) to be kept under the
auspices of PF&R, because PF&R is the most experienced city Bureau in Emergency
Management.
TriData, a Division of
System Planning Corporation
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Human Resources and Recruiting – It is appropriate for the Human Resources
Coordinator (HRC) to be involved in the Core Leadership Team in relation to personnel matters,
but slightly unusual for HR to be attached directly to the Office of the Fire Chief. Moving the
HRC to the Management Services Division (MSD) should be considered.
Management Services Division – There are excellent working relations between the
Fire Bureau side and the MSD. PF&R has the best managed budget of the City agencies.
Budgeting and Finance – The Finance section of the MSD is responsible for all the
Bureau’s financial activities, including accounts receivable and payable, annual budget, capital
improvement plan, and financial reports. Because of the effectiveness of the Finance section, the
Bureau should maintain there the current systems employed for handling payroll, accounts
receivable, and collections.
Planning and Administrative Services – Planning and Administrative Services
(PAS) is responsible for the majority of planning initiatives that the Bureau undertakes, and uses
a sophisticated data analysis mechanism to back up its findings. The comprehensiveness of their
efforts shows in the number of internal studies, benchmarks, and statistical reports produced by
the section.

RISK AND DEMAND ANALYSIS
Risks – The current risk for the Portland area is high in a number of respects. Call
volumes in some areas are high. This trend is compounded by the significant growth both in
residential development and commerce. The City’s port facility and international airport create
elevated service needs for both day-to-day response activity and their potential targeting for
weapons of mass destruction including chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and
explosives (CBRNE) incidents.
The City’s potential for natural disasters, including seismic events, winter storms and
flooding all compounds the necessity for proper planning and sufficient resource capacity. The
City encompasses an area of nearly 150 square miles (including contract areas) that has a mix of
dense urban core settings along with suburban areas on its periphery. PF&R serves an estimated
population of over 550,000 and this number increases significantly during normal business hours
with the influx of workers and tourists into the downtown areas.
The department’s long-term goals depend in large part on the risks in the area and future
demand for services.
Population – Population size, growth, and density all impact the risk of fire, fire death,
and, subsequently, the demand for fire and EMS services. The population of Portland has grown
over the past decade at an annual rate of just under one percent. It is projected to exceed 600,000
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by 2013, a net increase of 5,909 persons per year. These increases will undoubtedly increase the
Bureau’s demand.
Demand and Workload – Demand is the number and types of calls for service—
services provided by the entire fire department. In FY05, PF&R responded to just over 59,700
incidents with 70,167 unit responses. They included 2,204 fire calls, 39,769 EMS calls, and
17,723 other calls (i.e., false alarms, good intent, automatic alarms). The upper bound projection
is 70,000 by 2012, but the lower bound is for incidents to remain below 70,000 for quite some
time (beyond 2025).

DETERMINING RESOURCE NEEDS
Various standards and regulatory mechanisms influence the decision-making process
when considering the organization and development of fire/EMS departments. Standards are
promulgated by the Insurance Services Office (ISO), the National Fire Protection Agency
(NFPA), the Commission on Fire Accreditation International (CFAI), the Occupational Safety
and Health Administration (OSHA). Also pertinent are comparable departments across the
nation.

STATION LOCATION ANALYSIS AND FIRE AND RESCUE OPERATIONS
Response Times – After considering the national standards and the situation in
Portland, TriData recommends the department adopt response time goals outlined in the table
below.
Response times have three components:
•
•
•

Call Processing time (controlled by Emergency Communication outside PF&R)
Turnout time (from the fire station)
Travel time (to the incident).

Additionally, Portland records vertical response times (time until first responder reaches a
patients side). Overall, the response times are higher than the recommended goals. The chapter
sets forth several recommendations, including working very closely with the Bureau of
Emergency Communications (BOEC) to improve and reduce call processing and dispatch times.

TriData, a Division of
System Planning Corporation
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Type

Fire

EMS
ALL
Fire
EMS

Time Segment
Call Processing:
Urgent
Call Processing: High
Call Processing: Low
Call Processing: High
Call Processing: Low
Turnout
Travel
Total
Travel
Total

Executive Summary

Current 90th
Percentile

Current PF&R
Goal

Recommended
Goal

0:01:00
0:01:48

*

0:01:30
0:02:00
0:01:30
0:03:00

0:01:52*
0:01:51
0:05:41
0:09:00
0:05:39
0:08:16

0:05:20

0:01:00

0:01:00
0:01:00
0:04:00
0:06:00
0:04:00
0:06:00

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) analysis was used to examine the location and
deployment of stations and apparatus for the three districts in Portland.1 The analysis showed
gaps and overlaps in coverage. CAD data was also used to create incident density maps showing
the areas with the highest concentrations of calls.
Based on this analysis, we found overall coverage in Districts 1, 2, and 3 to be very good
at present. Call volumes in those Districts needs to be closely monitored to determine when to
add resources to handle the growing demand.
In the southwestern portion of the city, in District 4, there is a need to adjust resources
now to offer better coverage and response times in the area. There are currently plans to move
Station 18 southwest of its current location to be near the intersection of SW Capitol Highway
and Interstate 5. This move should proceed. There are also plans for a Station 21 to cover the rest
of the area. Based on the analysis, TriData is recommending not proceeding with the plans for
Station 21 in its planned location. The proximity to the city’s border and the coverage overlap
with Station 5 makes placing Station 21 in this area inefficient. Talks should continue with
Tualatin Valley Fire & Rescue (TVF&R) on a possible location for a station that would serve
both communities. A relocation of Station 5 southwest, near the intersection of SW 30th Avenue
and SW Vermont Street, would bring much of the area to be covered by Station 21 within the
four-minute reach of Station 5. This option should be considered as an alternative to building and
staffing a new station in the area (with TVF&R).
The downtown area is currently over-served by the four trucks at Stations 1, 3, 4, and 13.
There is also a large gap in truck coverage in the southwest portion of the city. Trucks needed in
that area will have much higher response times. Because of this coverage need in the southwest

1

For the analysis District 1 was combined with District 2 due to its small size.
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and the excess coverage in the downtown area, TriData recommends relocating Truck 1 to
Station 5.
PF&R has long been a trendsetter in this region regarding firefighting tactics, fire ground
safety, and incident management. Only a few areas were identified for improvement.
•
•
•

Reducing the number of responding units(engines) from four to three for certain types
of alarms will increase efficiency without compromising safety;
With the re-establishment of a fourth battalion district, re-evaluate the initial
assignment of two Battalion Chiefs to certain types of alarms; and,
Special Operations should be placed under POEM.

EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES
Advanced Life Support first response is provided by PF&R while the ambulance
transport is provided by American Medical Response (AMR), contracted through Multnomah
County. In many cities, this type of relationship is often wrought with distrust, disagreement,
territorial battles, and even questionable service to the citizens. In this situation, one quickly
realizes that the stereotypical public/private feuds are not present – much to everyone’s credit.
The relationship between PF&R and AMR is good, and there are open lines of
communication between the organizations. PF&R should maintain the current relationship with
AMR and reevaluate at the five year mark.
Trends in the number of applicants to PF&R who are certified paramedics and the
number of firefighters who attend paramedic training appear to be good. If these trends continue
unabated, PF&R should not have any foreseeable problems recruiting paramedics.
Finally, PF&R does an excellent job tracking quality EMS data such as intubations
attempts and successes, cardiac arrest rates, and interosseous infusion. It should continue to do so
and serve as a model EMS organization.

FIRE PREVENTION
The Fire Prevention Division has been an award-winning organization. In recent years, it
has further improved its professionalism and has been using a more business-like approach. The
change is due in part to new staff, closer management of code enforcement inspections, and
willingness to try innovative approaches to fire code enforcement.
Paramount to the FPD’s continued improvement is a shift to the establishment of
prevention as a core value of PF&R. Management within prevention services should be certified
at a higher level of functional expertise, and should have experience in that functional area.
Another method to ensure that fire prevention becomes a core fire bureau value is to have
fire companies actively engaged in performing prevention duties, as they have been.
TriData, a Division of
System Planning Corporation
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In the area of fire investigation, the recommendation to upgrade the supervisory position
for fire investigations to a chief position that can function as a Deputy Chief Fire Marshal will
improve caseload management capabilities of the unit while also improving efficiency.

SUPPORT SERVICES
Information Technology – Approximately four years ago, the City of Portland
decided to consolidate information technology services for city bureaus into a centralized IT
organization, the Bureau of Technology Services (BTS). After the BTS consolidation, there was
a reduction of 45.5 percent (5 of 11 positions) in the number of IT positions assigned to PF&R.
To make the IT consolidation work better from PF&R perspective, we recommend that PF&R
adopt the same strategy used by the Police Bureau, which is to pay for a dedicated BTS IS
Manager.
Another key area in need of improvement is the network connectivity to the fire stations.
It is the most pressing and highest priority IT issue for PF&R. Although a longer term city wide
solution may be desirable, the immediacy of the problem demands an immediate interim
solution. Insufficient network speed and capacity severely impedes the ability of fire station
personnel to develop information technology skills and to fully use its capabilities.
PF&R should also work with BTS to define the hardware technical response needed for
the 24/7 emergency response operations of PF&R.
Apparatus, Equipment, and Facility Maintenance – PF&R has some of the bestequipped and maintained apparatus that we have encountered in the course of conducting our
studies. It has its own apparatus maintenance facility, which is independent of the City’s other
fleet service facilities
While the Apparatus Maintenance performs at a high level, the loss of personnel has left
the remaining Emergency Vehicle Technicians (EVT) unable to perform some of the necessary
work because they overloaded, and must outsource work. As a result PF&R needs to fill vacant
positions, upgrade certain part time positions to full time, restore a foreman’s position, and hire
an administrative support position to free up the Apparatus Maintenance Supervisor.
Additionally, a consistent EVT Certification standard Training should be established and
maintained. It is not unreasonable to require apparatus mechanics to hold and maintain their
certifications as well.
Finally there is a need for PF&R to upgrade the Apparatus Maintenance System software
used to track inventory parts to improve efficiency.

TriData, a Division of
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Rec. #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

10

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Chapter

Page

Organization and Management
Consider moving the HRC to the Management Services Division (MSD).
Explore the idea of using a City preferred candidate list.
Move the recruiting function out of the Training and Safety Division and place it directly
under the HRC.
The HRC should become an integral part of newly promoted officer’s training program.
Transfer the EAP to the MSD (as part of the recommendation to incorporate the HR
function within the MSD).
Maintain the current organizational structure that includes logistics under the auspices
of MSD.
Continue to utilize Deputy Chiefs for emergency response.
Determine the staffing factor and assign personnel according to the staffing needs of
each battalion.
Consider increasing the Emergency Response Districts by one in order to reduce the
spans of control currently in place.
PF&R should consider moving the Battalion Chief position for Special Operations along
with the Staff Captain and Staff Lieutenant into the proposed Special Operation
Organizational Configuration under POEM.
Maintain the current systems employed for handling payroll, accounts receivable, and
collections in their respective divisions.
Risk and Demand
The city should continue to monitor age demographics.
Monitor yearly per capita demand by category and analyze data every five years.
Determining Resource Needs
Continue tracking vertical response times and expand the program to include all call
types.
Reconsider the use of AVL in front-line units.
Adopt the response time goals listed above in Table 15.
Station and Apparatus Deployment
Review the call processing and dispatch process to determine whether any changes
can be made to improve call processing and dispatch times.
Monitor the availability and response times of units in District 3 for changes due to
increased demand.
Do not proceed with the construction of Station 21 in its proposed location.
Relocate Station 5 southwest to a location near the intersection of SW 30th Avenue and
SW Vermont Street.
Relocate Station 18 southwest to a location near the intersection of SW Capitol
Highway and Interstate 5.
Relocate Truck 1 to Station 5.
Fire and Rescue Operations
Reestablish a fourth district within the City and reinstate one additional Battalion Chief
to each of the assigned shifts (three additional positions).
Reevaluate the initial assignment of engines for structure fires to low hazard
occupancies.

TriData, a Division of
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16
16
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19
19
20
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26
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58
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131
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Rec. #

Chapter

Page

24

Consider the utilization of telephone conference calling or web-based video
conferencing to replace the daily deputy/battalion chief briefing meeting.
Institute an annual performance appraisal process for line employees.
Reevaluate the initial assignment of two battalion chiefs to box alarms involving
residential structure fires, excluding high-rise structures.
Consider a revision to the AMR contractual arrangement to get paid for its services.
Add four, two-paramedic rescue units to better manage call activity and improve
response times in the areas with the highest EMS call volume.
Maintain the current joint operation/co-location agreement with the city of Gresham in
the operation of Station 45.
Establish a work group involving PF&R and Gresham Fire personnel to re-visit the
staffing schedule for Station 45.
The City of Portland and the Tualatin Valley Fire Protection District should convene a
“blue ribbon committee” to discuss the possibilities of jointly planning, constructing, and
co-locating stations in the vicinity of the boarder area along the southwest side of the
city.
Pursue a fee for service agreement with the Port of Portland for emergency response
and inspection services at the Portland International Airport and the Port of Portland.
Consider evaluating and pursuing the benefits to the City of resource partnerships and
joint staffing concepts with the Port of Portland.
PF&R should initiate an officer development program that specifies professional
development training, formal college coursework and tactical components that is a prerequisite for future promotions.
PF&R should develop a training oversight group to look at the overall structure and
responsibility for training requirements within the system.
No changes should be made regarding the current staffing of four personnel on engines
and trucks.
The Department should establish a staffing factor to determine the number of
employees required to maintain constant staffing.
Reorganize POEM so that it is a Division under PF&R and is managed as part of the
Bureau.
The City of Portland and Multnomah County should initiate an effort to jointly construct
and operate an EOC facility to serve the Portland metropolitan area.
PF&R should consider the relocation of Hazmat operations to a station with less call
volume then Station 41.
PF&R should institute a Hazmat response fee that charges all vendors, transporters and
manufactures for response and clean-up costs associated with these services.
Special Operations should be considered as a part of Emergency Management and
placed under the Portland Office of Emergency Management (POEM).
Emergency Medical Services
Maintain the current relationship with AMR and reevaluate at the five-year mark.
PF&R should attempt to analyze data concerning suppression equipment being
unavailable due to EMS responses.
PF&R should not modify responses to medical calls based on suppression vehicle wear
and tear.
Add four, two-paramedic rescue units.
Expand the FireMedic newsletter and consider a quarterly CATV broadcast on EMS
quality management issues.
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26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34

35
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Rec. #

Chapter

Page

48
49
50

Strive to achieve zero-defects in “with patient” reporting and recording times.
Attempt to increase the IO success rate to at least 80 percent.
Continue to investigate the use of vasopressin in out-of- hospital cardiac arrest for at
least one year.
The PF&R should lead and advocate for the improvement of EMS data collection and
analysis systems, especially involving the integration of EMS and hospital data.
The PF&R should closely monitor the number of applicants who are certified
paramedics and the number of firefighters attending paramedic training.
Pursue on-line, interactive methods of providing recertification in ACLS, PALS, and
other standardized courses.
The PF&R should request AMR to assign a full-time EMS instructor to the EMS Section.
Continue to foster open relationships with city and community health care entities.
Continue to develop the immunization program by having paramedics assist with
administering vaccinations and drawling blood samples.
The PF&R should make it a top priority to continue funding annual preventive physicals
for their uniformed personnel.
Continue to collect and analyze aggregate health data. This can be done so not to
violate individual privacy issues.
Continue to collect and analyze data concerning the benefits of the physical fitness
program.
Fire Prevention
Give responsibility to the two fire boat companies and the associated engine company
to perform marina hookup inspections and also assist with hazardous material storage
inspections in the port area.
Reorganize fire prevention into six functional groupings (construction code enforcement,
commercial code enforcement, public education, fire investigation, prevention training,
and business operations).
Upgrade the senior inspector position of public education to a chief of public education
(possibly equivalent to a District Chief).
The public education function should be supervised by a full-time position rather the half
time position currently assigned.
Prevention training should be expanded to include quality assurance training for fire
companies as well as for FPD inspectors (seniors, specialists, and fire inspectors).
Add a third Battalion District Inspector to support each of the three emergency
operations battalions.
Place special-use permit inspections under one of the primary prevention functions
(construction code enforcement or commercial code enforcement).
Create at least one or more preferably two new Deputy Chief Fire Marshal positions to
provide for 24/7 coverage by an acting Fire Marshal.
Consideration should be given to civilianizing the entire construction code enforcement
function.
Consider establishing an indirect reporting relationship from the Fire Marshal to an
independent board, perhaps to the Bureau of Development Services Board of Appeals.
Make promotion to fire inspector more of a choice assignment by making it more
competitive.
The CFIP should be continued but should be restructured and expanded.
The number of company-level inspections per month should be increased so that all
commercial occupancies assigned to the CFIP are inspected annually.
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Rec. #

Chapter

Page

73

The City of Portland should consider requiring fire sprinklers in all new structures and in
all structure that undergo major renovations.
Standard operating procedures should be developed for plan reviews, fire inspections,
and fire and arson investigations.
Establish an efficiency standard for the number of inspections per day per FPD
inspector, to average 5 to 7.
Consider civilianizing construction fire code enforcement under the supervising
engineer.
Establish a self-inspection program for the lower risk businesses.
Develop separate position descriptions for each of the disciplines.
Establish minimum certification requirements for all positions in the prevention division.
Develop a plan to certify all current fire captains as ICC Fire Inspector I.
Establish a promotional requirement for battalion chiefs to demonstrate substantial
knowledge in each of the three core services (operations, training, and prevention).
Separate job classification series for fire and arson investigators should be developed.
The Fire Investigation Unit should develop a fire company cause and origin
determination program that includes standard operating procedures, possibly checklists,
results reporting and company training material.
Establish a continuing education curriculum for fire investigators.
Construction (alarms, sprinklers, standpipes, etc.) and special use permits fees should
be tied to the amount of work required to perform the necessary plan reviews and onsite construction fire inspections.
Re-inspection fees should be charged for construction re-inspections.
Fees should cover the fully loaded costs of plan review and construction fire
inspections.
Fees for inspections of existing structures should cover the fully loaded cost of these
inspections.
Evaluate the benefits of combining prevention training with another city’s prevention
training.
Share performance data with the Core Leadership Team monthly and Portland Police
Bureau.
Further analysis should be done on this data after every fire by assessing when the last
inspection was performed on a structure where a fire occurs.
Develop a prevention education program aimed at ‘making the right call’.
Re-institute the pilot-testing program for field inspection data collection.
Establish specific performance measures for all prevention functions.
Develop an automated method for comparing FPD inspectable property data to BBL
property data.
Workload data should be reported by type of inspection.
As an existing inspection effectiveness measure, report the number of unique properties
inspected within each occupancy type and the percentage of each occupancy type
inspected each year.
Public education efforts should be targeted to occupancies where the most fires occur.
Support Services
PF&R should request a dedicated BTS IS manager.
PF&R should work with BTS to identify all user support needs and those that are not
being met.
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Rec. #

Chapter

Page

101

Identify the technology training needs for fire station personnel, administrative personnel
and PF&R management. A multiple year training plan should be developed.
PF&R should work with BTS to determine if a third hardware support analyst should be
dedicated to PF&R or if there are more cost effective alternatives to provide additional
hardware support.
Consideration should also be given to maintaining a small number of spare computers
devices that could be configured or pre-configured and installed within a specified
period of time.
PF&R should work with BTS to define the network support needed for the 24/7
emergency response operations of PF&R.
PF&R should work with BTS Communication and Networking to identify and install an
immediate solution.
PF&R in conjunction with BTS Communications and Networking, IT Operations and
Strategic Technology divisions should develop networking, communication, hardware
and application standards for crucial emergency first responders.
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PF&R with BTS should develop a disaster recovery plan that provides for recovering
PF&R Bureau specific applications as needed and for providing various IT support
during emergency events.
The fire department should sell or retire its oldest engine and truck as soon as possible.
PF&R should fill the current fulltime EVT vacancy at Apparatus Maintenance with a
permanent position.
PF&R should upgrade the Apparatus Maintenance part time EVT position to a full-time.
PF&R should restore the shop foreman’s position.
PF&R should provide Apparatus Maintenance with either full-time or at least part-time
administrative support.
PF&R should consider establishing a mechanic certification program consistent with the
Emergency Vehicle Technician Certification Commissions Apparatus Technicians
ratings, of Level I, II, and Master Fire Apparatus Technician.
Review maintenance records and data to determine why costs have increased so much.
Based on PF&R’s increase response activity, Apparatus Maintenance should reevaluate
the amount of time between preventive maintenance services of apparatus assigned to
the City’s busier stations.
Upgrade the AMS software to track inventory parts. If the software does not have these
upgrades, consider purchasing an off-the-shelf program to track inventory and parts
data.
Maintain the current 15-year apparatus replacement schedule for engines and ladder
trucks.
Consider the adoption of a Fire Impact Fee to help fund the additional capital that will be
required as a result of new growth.
PF&R should have 24-hour representation at the fire dispatch center.
The medical director should assure that between two to five percent of all EMS requests
are reviewed for medical priority dispatch quality management purposes.
The EMS Program Manager should collect information on medical priority dispatch
compliance and make that part of the EMS quality management profile.
BOEC and PF&R personnel should develop a closer working relationship.
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